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LEASING RIGHTS

Contains a WAV Mixdown (With One Vocal Tag)

Delivered within 48 hours

TERMS:

- Buyer is entitled to create and commercially distribute one master recording utilizing the leased 
instrumental.

- Commercial distribution is limited to 5000 copies or less.

- Buyer is entitled to utilize the leased instrumental for any live performance or talent show.

- Producer retains all copyrights and worldwide rights to sell, distribute and otherwise exploit the 
leased instrumental.

EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS

Contains a Multi Trak WAV Session (for Mixing use in Pro Tools, Cubase etc.)

Contains a 24-bit WAV Mixdown (No Vocal Tags)

Contains a HQ MP3 Mixdown ( No Vocal Tags)

Contains a signed Exclusive Rights License

Instrumental remains in the Production Catalog (although ‘SOLD’ will be added to the name)

TERMS:

- Buyer is entitled to create and commercially distribute master recordings utilizing instrumental with 
no limits on distribution or revenue earned.

- Buyer is entitled to utilize the instrumental for live performance or synchronization (Concerts, 
Music Video, Television, Radio etc.) with no restriction on revenue earned. 

- Producer agrees and warrants that no further licenses will be sold or redistributed for the 
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instrumental. 

- Buyer MAY NOT sell or redistribute rights to the instrumental. All rights defined in the agreement 
are non-transferable. 

- Publishing splits and royalty rates are subject to discussion, depending on method of distribution.

CUSTOM INSTRUMENTALS

Contains a Multi Trak WAV Session (for Mixing use in Pro Tools, Cubase etc.)

Contains a 24-bit WAV Mixdown (No Vocal Tags)

Contains a HQ MP3 Mixdown ( No Vocal Tags)

Contains a signed Exclusive Rights License

Instrumental remains in the Production Catalog (although ‘SOLD’ will be added to the name)

A 50% deposit is required to begin work and MP3 samples are delivered via email as completed

Edits will be made until you are completely satisfied with the result

TERMS:

- The instrumental will NOT be shared with the public prior to the release of your song or project. 

- Please contact tgp1154@gmail.com for further details.

ALL LENDING, COPYING, DUPLICATING, TRADING OR RESELLING OF INSTRUMENTALS OR THE 
EXPRESSED COPY WRITTEN ARRANGEMENTS AND COMPOSITIONS INCLUDED ON 
WWW.KLEANBEATZ.COM IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED.
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